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ACT ONE
EXT. OMNE HOUSE, OMNE ISLAND, MAKO - MORNING (2006)
Ventusr (Mid-Teens, Innocent) is shown training on his own in
an opening. Ventusr throws out fire and swirls it around
himself as he then creates water with his other hand to
combine the water and fire to create stem. He then forms the
stem into a cloud and makes lighting strike the ground below.
He then takes the ground that it struck and forms a floating
ball of Earth in front of himself. Ventusr then spreads his
arms out to separate the ball into a flat piece of Earth.
He uses the dark spots from the lighting to form buildings
from the Earth and the unaffected spots to create human
figures moving around the city.
Omne (Early 20s, Carefree) then appears next to Ventusr from
nowhere.
OMNE
(Looking over Ventusr’s
shoulder with a smile)
Interesting city you got there
Ventusr.
Ventusr continues with what he was doing unaffected by the
appearance of Omne, not even looking back to look at Omne’s
face.
VENTUSR
(Grinning)
Are you impressed Omne? You see
this spot right here.
Ventusr then creates a flame arrow pointing towards where he
was indicating.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Looking up at Omne)
This is where they are going to
build a statue of me. Right in the
Heart of The City of Seven Hills.
Omne then kneels down with Ventusr closer to the city.
OMNE
(Curious)
So where are Omneaxilur’s, Axil’s
and my Statues located in your
city.
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Ventusr with a bigger grin on his face.
VENTUSR
(Laughing)
Don’t worry, I have a plan for
those.
The music for this scene should begin to speed up.
Ventusr gestures his hand to restore the ground to what it
was before as he teleports to his feet. And about 10 Meters
away from Omne.
A slice was formed in the air directed at Ventusr, but missed
because of his dodge. The resulting slice created a suction
of air at the target spot.
OMNE
(Smiling)
That’s the reaction time I expect
from you Ventusr.
The Camera shows Ventusr lighting up the volume around him.
OMNE (CONT'D)
(Grinning)
Don’t stop now, we are just
starting.
Ventusr sent out an infrared-shockwave of light around
himself. This is to create a uniform temperature in the
environment which allows Ventusr to more easily notice
fluctuations caused by another individual.
Ventusr then opens his palms to reveal a dense Kugelblitz in
each hand with a radius of about 50cm.
VENTUSR
Transporting to me isn’t going to
do you any better than just running
at me. So save yourself the energy.
Ventusr then threw the ball at the appearing person who moved
out of the way. The Kugelblitz then vanished.
The appearing person then formed themselves. They were
revealed to be just another copy of Ventusr.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Smug)
I would think after all this time
these copies would get a little
better at strategizing.
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Another Copy who wasn’t moving during the initial stage of
the fight tried to grab Ventusr.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Smiling)
There’s a reason I created two.
Ventusr then pressed the Kugelblitz into the copy draining it
of it’s information.
OMNE
(Nodding)
This is nothing more than a warm-up
Ventusr, don’t get too cocky out
there.
Ventusr then walked around the remaining copy as they both
stared at each other.
VENTUSR
So what are you going to do.
The copy then dug its feet into the ground preparing to rush
at Ventusr.
As it dug it’s foot into the ground the initial Kugelblitz
that was shot into the air was revealed to be beneath this
copy’s foot. It was low enough to not be affected unless the
copy’s foot dug into the ground.
The Copy was then trapped in that position as Ventusr then
transported and cut of its head, then absorbing the copy’s
body.
Ventusr looked at his hand Victorious.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Smiling)
I use more energy singing than I
did against these guys. Is this
really supposed to be my final
exam?
Omne then walked up to Ventusr with his hand behind his back.
Omne then touched Ventusr on the shoulder.
OMNE
(Laughing)
Like I said before, this is just a
warm up, just be patient for now.
Omne then created three more copies.
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OMNE (CONT'D)
Now again Ventusr, take them out
without damaging the ground.
EXT. ARCHITECTURAL RESERVE, NEW UM, UM, MAKO - SAME TIME
Brooke (Mid-Teens, Calculating), Marie (Mid-Twenties,
Intelligent), Muxerio (Late-Twenties, Serious) walked up to
an old Shard Shaft.
BROOKE
(Interested)
So this is where those Ancient
People of Xi went to collect their
Shard huh?
Brooke then poked her head into the entrance.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Disgusted)
It looks a mess. They must have not
been very strong...
Marie then pulled Brooke back out of the entrance.
MARIE
(Worried)
I don’t know about this Muxerio.
Are you sure we should let her go
in there alone.
Marie then began patting Brooke’s hair.
MARIE (CONT'D)
These places were agreed upon to be
preserved historical sites. There’s
bound to be some nasty Lumos in
there.
BROOKE
(Pulling Marie’s hand off
of her head, but gently)
I can handle anything in there
Marie, honest.
MUXERIO
Brooke is extremely capable. At
least among the top 30% in terms of
raw Energy and her field control.
She is going to do fine in there.
Muxerio then bent down lower to talk to Brooke.
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MUXERIO (CONT'D)
(Sternly)
Just go in there, find a dark
coloured Shard and return. I trust
that you can handle that on your
own right?
Brooke then flipped her hair off of her shoulder and brushed
off her chest in confidence.
BROOKE
(Confident)
You obviously know I can. If it was
too hard you would have went in,
and if it were to easy you would
have trusted Tava to come.
Marie lifted up one finger to Brooke.
MARIE
(Threatening)
Don’t make fun of your brother like
that. He is...
Marie then looked at Muxerio then looked at Brooke.
MARIE (CONT'D)
Quite soft. Let’s leave it at that.
Brooke then began to walk into the cave. Then she looked back
at Marie and Muxerio watching her as she walked in.
BROOKE
(Confident)
I’ll be in and out in no time.
After all you are looking at a
future Ruler.
MARIE
If I call you immediately come
back okay?
Brooke then turned back around towards the cave then headed
inside.
BROOKE
(Smiling)
Of course.
Brooke then disappeared into the darkness.
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MARIE
(Worried)
What is the reason you asked her to
go and grab a Shard for, she has
plenty of them in her room as is.
At this point she’s just hording
them.
MUXERIO
The Dark Coloured Shards are
special for Team Shadow. Master
Yiro asked us to seek them out.
MARIE
What for? They literally do the
opposite of what a Shard is
supposed to.
MUXERIO
That’s a Team Shadow secret Hunnie
Bun.
MARIE
You’ll all reveal it soon anyways.
Then I can add that information to
Team Sun’s registry.
Marie grabbed Muxerio’s arm as they both looked into the cave
entrance awaiting Brooke.
END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO
INT. ABANDONED SHARD SHAFT, ARCHITECTURAL RESERVE, NEW UM MOMENTS LATER
Brooke walks through the dark shaft feeling around for a dark
coloured shard. She sees pieces of bright orange, blue and
yellow shards but none that were black in colour.
BROOKE
(Covering her nose)
It is musky in here. I wonder what
is so special about this Shard I’m
looking for.
Brooke continues forward ducking her head below pillars. She
passes by old Ren Nao technology that was used for mining.
Brooke picks it up.
The object was cylinder shape with a black cap and clear
body. It looked like it was filled with liquid that has long
since dried leaving a residue. The Shard that was used to
power it also was void of any Energy.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Tosses the Object behind
her)
Piece of junk really. It’s stuff
like that that slowed our Society’s
development.
The impact of the object emanated a loud metallic sound
through the cave.
Brooke felt the air in the Abandoned Shaft begin to be pulled
into one direction. The Air had a loud bellow sound as it
sped past Brooke. Her hair moved in the direction of the air.
Brooke stepped back and released a pressure of her own from
her hands. It made a loud crashing sound as her Technique
crashed against the air. Like tornado against a metal wall.
The Air then stopped moving. Brooke looked into the void
where the air was rushing.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Thinking)
I see you trying to form...
Brooke then surrounded her hands in Fire and began to shoot
it out at the developing Lumos.
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The Lumos began to rush away from the attack and up around
the walls. It’s body continue to compress and form a definite
shape.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
Get down here now!
Brooke continued to destroy the walls and portions of the
ceiling began to collapse. Brooke destroyed the falling
stones. But in the mean time the Lumos continued to complete
its form until it finally had a definite shape.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Annoyed)
Ah, dang it. Now I have to actually
deal with you.
The Lumos was a long snake like creature that was a bright
bio-luminous transparent green. Its eye glowed a bright red
and its veins were visible through its skin which were the
same colour as the eyes. The Lumos towered over Brooke as she
then heated up her flame until it began to form a construct
of a solid ball.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Analyzing)
Hmm, I’ve never seen one that
looked like you, but I’m sure you
have a weak spot somewhere on you.
The Lumos longed at Brooke trying to infuse her into its
skin. Brooke rolled out of the way and smacked it against the
head with her fiery ball.
The Lumos was knocked back into the wall causing stones to
fall on it.
Brooke then got up to her feet and began to heat up the
rubble that was on top of the Lumos to cook it where it laid.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
Don’t mess with me you weak excuse
for life!
The Lumos within the rubble dug into the ground to escape
from Brooke, as it dug through it continued to grow.
Brooke felt it travel under the ground and she followed it
making sure it couldn’t get behind her.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
Hiding underground isn’t going to
work! Come out and just die so I
can stop wasting my time with you!
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The Lumos then came out completely spread out trying to
increase its surface area to absorb Brooke.
Brooke instead threw her ball at the Lumos and formed a chain
attached to it. She wrapped the Lumos with the chain as it
was still headed towards her in mid air.
Brooke increased her Frame Rate to be 8 Times the base Rate,
making her thinking process 8 Times that of the natural
progress of time.
She pulled apart the Lumos, and let the two halves fall to
her sides as the Lumos was now split in two and laid still.
Brooke released her ball and chain satisfied with the
supposed victory.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Satisfied)
Tsk, now that’s time I’ll never get
back.
Brooke began to walk away as she felt the ground being
consumed behind her.
She turned around and noticed that the two pieces had formed
two separate bodies, both almost the size of the original.
The Two Lumos spread out their fins and caused a rumble in
the air to intimidate Brooke.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Annoyed)
Oh great...
EXT. OMNE HOUSE, OMNE ISLAND, MAKO - SAME TIME
Ventusr ducks beneath a kick of one of the copies as another
shoots an attack beneath that copy’s leg trying to catch
Ventusr mid dodge.
Ventusr pulls down the copy’s leg and let it take the
projectile that was launched at him. Ventusr then rolled
along the back of the attacked Copy.
OMNE
I expected you to already have this
battle concluded Ventusr. Are you
distracted.
Ventusr was then attacked by another 2 Copies. They were
using Stellar Whips (20 Petajoules) and Raging Phoenix (730
Gigajoules) Techniques to try and touch Ventusr.
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Ventusr continued his dodging of their attacks.
Eh,
the
the
get

VENTUSR
a little. I was thinking about
Nation of Urizu. Just like with
People of Bo, I could probably
Urizu to join Mako eh?

Ventusr ran at the two copies and they aim their attacks at
him. He then jumped up and the Raging Phoenix from the 4th
Copy split the Whip of the 3rd. Ventusr grabbed this town
whip and wrapped the damaged 1st Copy with it using him now
as a wrecking ball.
OMNE
(Laughing)
So you aren’t going to lean on the
policy of live and let live huh.
Ventusr used the first copy to wrap the second copy. They
both were now tied together in a tight bear hug.
As those two struggled to escape their bonds to each other.
Ventusr went over to the 3rd Copy whom launched a Raging
Phoenix at Ventusr.
Ventusr moved out of the way and transported the 3rd copy as
it was mid attack and it released his shot on the 1st and 2nd
copy causing them to be vaporized.
VENTUSR
I mean sure they can continue to
live the way they want, I just want
them to stop lying about Mako.
Ventusr then took the traumatized 3rd Copy and threw him into
the air.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Suggesting)
You might want to catch him Copy
Guy.
The 4th Copy ran to catch the falling 3rd.
Ventusr then transported and tripped him causing the 4th Copy
to land on the ground face first and the 3rd copy to land on
top of it causing both to be dealt fatal damage.
The 4th Copy from its head being crushed and the 3rd from the
impact with the ground.
Ventusr absorbed the Energy released from the fallen copies.
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Omne walked over to Ventusr.
OMNE
(Grinning)
So you aren’t planning to conquer
them just because you could right?
VENTUSR
That correct, I don’t have much
interest in conquest but I do want
everyone to live their best life.
And they can’t really do that by
just lying all the time.
Ventusr then changed his face to a look of confusion.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Confused)
Did you know that there are people
who just make up stuff just to give
themselves more Leadership Power.
If that isn’t the antipathy of
Leadership I don’t know what it.
Omne smiled and rubbed Ventusr’s head.
OMNE
(Laughing)
Of course I know. Haha you are
going to make a find leader
Ventusr.
Ventusr transported away from Omne and stood ready for the
next task.
VENTUSR
(Prepared)
So what’s next? You want me to
eliminate a dozen copies while not
touching them or moving from a
single spot on the ground?
OMNE
Ha, you are hilarious Ventusr,
don’t let the future take that
spirit away from you.
Omne then revealed a single copy. The Copy walked out from
behind Omne and looked at Ventusr confused.
Ventusr looked back at it confused.
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VENTUSR
(Confused)
Is this it? A single copy? This
doesn’t feel much like a Final Task
to my Final Examination.
Both Ventusr and the Copy stared each other down as they
tried to move around each other.
OMNE
(Grinning)
If you were expecting to fight me
as a Final Challenge, you aren’t
even close in any regard.
(Gesturing to the Copy)
But the exact replica of you from
Yesterday should do just fine, what
do you think?
VENTUSR
(Curious)
When you say exact replica, do you
mean like it know all of my
techniques or...?
OMNE
(Smiling)
I mean that it thinks it is the
real deal. To it, you seem like the
replica and that you are it’s Final
Test before it could be the Leader
of Mako.
Ventusr then began to think harder.
VENTUSR
(Worried)
Wait... if that’s the case then how
do I know I am not the replica
right now? Have I always been a
copy...
OMNE
(Laughing)
Haha, the both of you are asking
the exact same question, so I guess
it is a replica indeed.
Ventusr turned to look directly a Omne with a worried look on
his face.
VENTUSR
That doesn’t answer the question at
all...
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Omne then stopped laughing and goes back to grinning.
OMNE
(Grinning)
How about this. You’ll know which
one of you is real by who ever is
the winner of this Final Match.
Winner is real, Loser is... well,
the Loser is dead.
Both Ventusr and his replica looked at Omne then looked at
each other.
VENTUSR
(Determined)
Well then, I suppose there’s
nothing to it but to do it eh?
MIMIC
I suppose their isn’t, don’t be too
heart broken when you turn out to
be the copy.
VENTUSR
If only that you knew...
Ventusr and the Replica jumped back away from each other.
Both of them raised their processing rate to 100 MegaTicks.
(1 Tick = 1 Trillion Processes/Second). Making their battle
with each other occur faster than light could travel across
100 meters.
INT. HIGH PROCESS, IRRELAVENT - IRRELAVENT
Mimic launched 96 Energy Balls (20 Petajoules Each) at
Ventusr. Ventusr created a Shield with a durability value of
3 Exajoules.
To communicate at this speed the Ren Nao emit light from
within their field. The pattern of light is a language they
understand.
VENTUSR
Starting out strong aren’t you? But
this won’t be enough to cause any
damage.
MIMIC
It wasn’t supposed to.
The Mimic transported to the lower left side of Ventusr
trying to take him out with his signature Thousand Yottajoule
Punch.
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Ventusr caught onto the Mimics plan as he finally received
the reply.
Ventusr created Readied explosions (1 Exajoule) around
himself as he acted as though he didn’t notice the mimic
behind him.
As the mimic went to attack Ventusr the first of Ventusr’s
explosions went off and launched the Mimic back and forth
between the set up traps like a sadistic pin ball game.
VENTUSR
Since you want to End this quickly
then I’ll be happy to oblige.
(Commanding and sending
out a massive surge of
power)
I have a new Signature Technique, I
call it my Ultimate Phoenix.
The Mimic was immediately frozen in place unable to move. He
attempted to transport but there was no way out. The Ultimate
Phoenix exerted the opposite momentum to all of the positions
the Mimics particles were located. The Ultimate Phoenix also
filled up the possible positions for his particles to go by
occupying that space.
MIMIC
(Surprised)
Wow, this is a good technique you
got me in. I can’t do anything.
VENTUSR
Yea, it takes nearly all the energy
I have at one point just to
maintain it.
MIMIC
(Defeated)
So I guess I was a fake all along
eh... You’re just absorbing enough
Energy to end me.
VENTUSR
Nothing can get passed you ha. But
yea, looks like you were the fake.
But don’t worry, I bet the Energy I
absorb from you will be most
delicious.
MIMIC
Ha, sucks to suck.
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VENTUSR
Sucks to suck indeed.
Ventusr then prepared his absorbtion blade and transported up
to the Mimic’s head and cut it off. Then transported to the
mimic’s arms and cut those off, then to his legs, then split
his torso in half.
Ventusr cut the pieces in half, then those pieces in half,
then those pieces in half and continued to do this until the
Mimic was nothing more than mist.
Ventusr lowered his processing to base rate (1 Tick).
EXT. OMNE HOUSE, OMNE ISLAND, MAKO
OMNE
(Grinning)
The Ultimate Phoenix. Impressive
technique Ventusr.
Ventusr breath in and absorbed the Energy from the battle and
the mist of the mimic’s body.
VENTUSR
Yum, there is nothing better than
just this pure Energy. Next time
you could just give it directly to
me haha.
(Laughing)
Yea, I started working on it
yesterday night. I was going to use
it against you if we fought.
OMNE
(Laughing)
You would run out of Energy before
you even get close. You got lucky
that I created that Mimic yesterday
evening. He didn’t have the benefit
of knowing that technique.
VENTUSR
(Smiling)
I think you mean predicting skill.
Omne then began walking away out of the clearing.
OMNE
(Gesturing Ventusr to
follow)
(MORE)
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OMNE (CONT'D)
One more thing before you are
officially the Ruler of Mako. Come
on.
Ventusr still was congratulating himself over the victory.
VENTUSR
(Curious)
You weren’t actually going to
replace me if I lost right Omne?
Omne stopped and thought for a while.
OMNE
(Grinning)
That would have been surprising...
eh, maybe.
Omne then continued to walk away from the clearing.
VENTUSR
(Surprised)
Wait... what... really?
Omne continued walking away as Ventusr got up.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Worried)
No way Omne! You’re joking.
Ventusr followed Omne who still wasn’t giving Ventusr an
answer.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Worried)
Omne! I know you hear me!
EXT. ABANDONED SHARD SHAFT, ARCHITECTURAL RESERVE, OMNE
ISLAND - MOMENTS LATER
Ventusr and Omne approached an enormous cave.
VENTUSR
(Thinking)
Where on Earth did this come from?
I could have sworn I’ve been in
this part of the island.
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OMNE
(Grinning)
Okay Ventusr, this is an Abandoned
Shard Shaft from the Time of the
People of Xi. I want you to go in
there and grab a Shard.
VENTUSR
(Confused)
Ah... why? I don’t need a Shard. I
can already generate my own Energy
from the momentum of Neutrinos
passing through my field.
OMNE
(Laughing)
I’m not telling you to go in there
because you NEED a shard. I’m
telling you to go in there because
I WANT you to grab a shard.
Ventusr throws his hands up into the air.
VENTUSR
I bet this has some significance
that you aren’t telling me and blah
blah, I know the deal.
OMNE
(Grinning)
Exactly, now go on in there. And
come out once you are satisfied.
Ventusr walks backwards into the cave entrance.
VENTUSR
(Smiling)
I’m going to go in here and
immediately come out, because I am
already satisfied.
Omne then begins closing the cave entrances as it slows move
upward sealing itself.
OMNE
(Smiling)
Sure you will Ventusr.
The Cave is then sealed and Ventusr is in complete darkness.
But because of the Ren Nao adaptation to nearly all wave
lengths of light, it might as well be lit up in the shaft.
END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE
INT. ABANDONED SHARD SHAFT, ARCHITECTURAL RESERVE, NEW UM SAME TIME
Brooke is becoming exhausted as the Lumos were now more
numerous. Here attacks caused them to split and from those
ripped apart bodies new body grew on each segment.
BROOKE
(Becoming Tired)
Dang, I can’t blast you apart, I
can’t cut you into pieces, I can’t
even cook you all in one piece.
You’re so annoying.
Brooke hears a noise in the distance.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Thinking)
Wait, is someone else in here now
or is that another Lumos.
Brooke releases a pulse of Energy to try and get information
on the exact location of this new person.
Ventusr was looking through the stones of the musky Shard
Shaft.
VENTUSR
(Bored)
Dang, this place is completely
destroyed. The People of Xi could
have been at least a little more
organized.
Ventusr picked up Shard pieces and was not interested in any
of them.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Smiling)
Omne sent me in here to do such a
mundane task, little does he know I
am going to find the greatest most
unique shard in here, that’ll show
him.
Ventusr felt an Energy pulse coming towards him and made his
body non-interactive with the pulse so it goes completely
through.
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VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Thinking)
Well that’s interesting.
Brooke becomes confused as to why her return signal did not
indicate that there was another individual despite her
hearing someone walking around.
BROOKE
(Annoyed)
Dang it, guess I am going to have
to run around and deal with this
thing at the same time.
The Lumos which now number nearly 20 separate bodies. 3 were
large being 4 meters long each. 5 were medium sized being 2
meters long and the rest were about 1 meter long.
Brooke destroyed the ceiling of the cave to try and crush the
Lumos as they continue to pursue her trying to surround her
body and absorb the air in her body.
Despite being crush they just dug underneath the ground and
continued their pursuit.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
(Yelling)
Hey! Help! I know somebody is
around here!
Ventusr looked up at the walls of the cave and saw what
looked like to be a drawing of an old technique. Then in the
next panel of drawing showed a dark coloured shard.
VENTUSR
(Grinning)
Hmm, I love these little cartoons.
Ventusr then heard Brooke’s yell as she slowly approached his
position.
Brooke ran head first into Ventusr as he thought that she was
running to him to be held. The sudden impact as a result of
Brooke being unable to sense Ventusr caused them both to
collide with one another. Ventusr decided to fall backwards
slowly so that the sudden impact doesn’t feel like she ran
into an immovable object.
They both landed on the ground with Brooke on top of Ventusr.
Ventusr caught her in a very comfortable position and the
dust settled around them.
They both looked at each other with a small hint of confusion
and comfort. As if they knew each other for eons.
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VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Surprised)
Wow, I don’t mind being in this
position, but I would prefer to
know you first...
Brooke then brushes her hair back so that she can completely
see Ventusr.
BROOKE
(Grinning)
Maybe...
(Eager)
Wait, there’s no time for any of
this. I’m being chased by a bunch
of Lumos!
VENTUSR
(Confident)
Lumos? Is that all? I can handle
that before you even notice.
The Lumos finally caught up to Brooke. They were even bigger
and spread out their fins lighting up the cave with a bright
green glow. They pulsed the chest and they slowly began to
surround the two.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
Oh, those look weird haha.
Ventusr got up getting Brooke off of his lap. He stood up and
drew out two blades.
Brooke saw the two Blades that Ventusr prepared and tried
eagerly to warn him.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Confident)
No issues I see here, this will be
so easy.
BROOKE
(Worried)
No wait!
Ventusr was already in motion by that point as he proceeded
to slice each of the Lumos in half. Ventusr then landed after
the 19 hit combo with flair. He completed the attack before
Brooke could finish her sentence.
VENTUSR
(Looking back at Brooke)
See there’s nothing to it but to do
it.
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BROOKE
(Unimpressed)
I already tried that, that’s why
there are so many of them. There
was only one at first...
The pieces of the Lumos then began to regrow their bodies
once again. They consumed the ground below them to generate
the Energy needed to do this.
VENTUSR
(Looking at the Lumos)
Dang really?! So how big was the
first one?
BROOKE
(Uncertain)
Maybe like 10 Meters...
Brooke got up and prepared her weapon to assist Ventusr in
the fight. Her weapon was the fiery ball and chain she
created earlier.
VENTUSR
Let us keep cutting them up until
they become like a pool of slime, I
am sure by then each piece would
not have enough information to
reform themselves.
BROOKE
I don’t think it’s going to turn
out the way you think it will.
VENTUSR
Yea, but I am just trying to get
information for now.
Ventusr and Brooke rushed towards the Lumos and seemed
coordinated in their attacks as the duo threw their weapons
back and forth to one another jumping off the cave wall.
Ventusr sped up to 10 Ticks and Brooke did the same. The
Lumos were being split apart continuously before they were
given a chance to regrow, thus they continued to become
smaller and smaller chunks. Eventually a Lumos soup was
created. Ventusr and Brooke stopped their attacks and watched
the Lumos Soup as it sat on the ground and did nothing. They
both then returned to base rate.
I am
good
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VENTUSR (CONT'D)
impressed, you were pretty
there... I did not expect to
someone that could keep up
me at that speed.
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BROOKE
(Smug) Well I did have some pretty
good training, my teacher is from
Omneaxilur’s Family.
VENTUSR
(Confused)
Wait?! Wha-?
Ventusr was interrupted before he could respond to Brooke.
The ground began to shake beneath them as a large singular
Lumos emerged from below.
BROOKE
(Smiling and looking at
Ventusr)
Well at least we only have one to
deal with this time. Though it’s
many times bigger than it was at
first. I’ll say it’s about 32
Meters now.
Ventusr and Brooke prepared their weapons again ready for
Round 2. Ventusr notices a beautiful Black Shard in the wall.
VENTUSR
(Thinking)
I did not even know they came in
this colour, it’s readings are
unlike any I have records of.
BROOKE
(Worried)
Ah, I think it’s getting ready to
attack, any new plans?
Ventusr grabs the Black Shard and felt it merge with his
body.
BROOKE (CONT'D)
Here it comes!!
VENTUSR
(Worried)
Oh snap!
Ventusr dashed in front of it and raised his sword to cut it
again. However, instead of being cut the Lumos was instead
pulled into Ventusr’s Energy constructed sword as the Lumos
was converted from Matter into pure energy. The Lumos was
gone and Brooke and Ventusr looked at each other confused.

23.

VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Confused)
What just happened?
BROOKE
(Confused)
I thought you knew.
VENTUSR
(Satisfied)
Well I guess that is the end of
that eh?
BROOKE
(Relieved)
Yea, I guess so... Thank you for
your help, even though we don’t
know what ultimately happened.
VENTUSR
(Confident)
Oh, no issue. I had another plan
that likely would have worked, but
this was a good result too.
Brooke and Ventusr smiled at each other for a bit, before
Brooke spoke up again.
BROOKE
(Eager)
What’s your name by the way?
MARIE
(Worried)
Brooke, are you okay? Hurry and
come back!
BROOKE
(Apologetic)
Oh sorry, I have to go! I hope I
can see you again!
Brooke left the scene in the direction of the voice leaving
Ventusr alone in the Shard Shaft. Ventusr looked at his hands
and popped the Black Shard in and out of existence trying to
figure out what it was.
VENTUSR
(Thinking)
Strange indeed, this object does
not seem like it belongs here. It
actually should not belong to this
existence at all.

24.

Ventusr stared more deeply at the shard.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Thinking)
Where did this come from?... Guess
I will ask Omne.
Ventusr heads out of the Cave.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Thinking)
I wonder what it would be like to
go against Brooke. It would be
amazing to go one on one against
her. Ah... one of these days.
INT. OMNE ISLAND, MAKO, NORTHERN EARTH - MOMENTS LATER
Ventusr walks out of the Shard Shaft still popping the Black
Shard in and out of his body.
VENTUSR
(Questioning)
Hey Omne!
Ventusr said out loud to try and get Omne’s attention.
OMNE
(Eager)
Right on time!
Omne appeared behind Ventusr.
VENTUSR
(Questioning)
Hey, I got a question for you
OMNE
(Quickly interrupting
Ventusr and Smiling)
And I got an answer, shoot.
VENTUSR
(Regaining composure after
the joke)
What is this thing?
Ventusr showed Omne the Black Shard.
OMNE
(Excited)
Its exactly what I was hoping you
would find in there.
(MORE)

25.

OMNE (CONT'D)
It is an extremely important object
for you in the near future.
VENTUSR
(Confused)
No, I mean like what is it? Like
the material. It does not feel
natural, and I am not able to
recreate it.
Ventusr was showing Omne how the combination of Elements,
molecules and Energies couldn’t create this Black Shard.
OMNE
(Smiling)
Oh yea, that object didn’t come
from our world, and it found its
way here, likely due to some
happenings on in the more primitive
age of Ren Nao.
VENTUSR
(Annoyed)
Well, I know you know the answer,
but that’s okay. I think it will be
fun to figure the rest out. I just
wanted to know if it came from here
or not.
Ventusr reabsorbed the Shard.
VENTUSR (CONT'D)
(Eager)
So what is next?
OMNE
(Satisfied)
Looks like you are done with
everything for now. So it is time
for me to leave the rest to you.
You already know your duties as
Ruler yes?
VENTUSR
(Confident)
Of course I do, I have been
watching you, Axil, Orsona and
everyone else performing their
duties. I can not wait to start
designing everything.
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OMNE
(Noting)
You’ll do fine, just know that
following me, some people may not
be as happy with the switch.
Considering the decrease in per
capita Energy per day.
VENTUSR
(Smiling)
Eh, they will get used to it.
OMNE
(Satisfied)
And with that.
Omne tapped his foot and the entirety of Omne Island began to
crumble.
OMNE (CONT'D)
(Smiling)
There’s no more use of this place,
so it is to be no more.
The Island sank into the Ocean and the Plants disappeared as
if they were virtual. The stones slowly drifted towards the
sea floor.
VENTUSR
(Saddened)
Aww, I left my stuff in my room...
OMNE
(Joyful as the World
around him began to wrap)
Well I’m off, I got another story
to handle. It’s about this guy from
my existence who has to obey the
orders of a little girl from
Southern Earth.
Omne vanished and now Ventusr stood where the island used to
be in the middle of the Southern Ocean.
VENTUSR
(Confused)
I can only imagine what he does for
fun...
Ventusr looked around to where he wanted to travel, and
decided that the City of Seven Hills would be a good place to
stretch out his new position a bit.
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Ventusr then converted his mass into momentum then reformed
at the City of Seven Hills. The City of Seven Hills was about
80 Kilometers North-East of the Former Omne Island.
EXT. ARCHITECTURAL RESERVE, NEW UM, UM, MAKO - SAME TIME
Brooke exits out of the Shard Shaft.
MARIE
(Worried)
Are you hurt, I heard a lot of
noise in there and a ton of Energy
being shot out...
(Confused)
Wait... why are you smiling so
much.
Brooke then covered her mouth.
BROOKE
(Muffled)
I didn’t know I was smiling.
Muxerio then walked up to Brooke and bent down to talk to
her.
MUXERIO
Did you find a dark coloured Shard
while you were in there?
BROOKE
I didn’t but the guy I was in there
with seemed like he did.
MARIE
(Confused)
There was someone else in there?
But there isn’t anyone around here
for quite a distance.
BROOKE
Yea, he was at least as strong as
me. And had long dark hair and very
dark eyes, completely black if I’m
not mistaken.
Marie looked at Muxerio.
MARIE
(Thinking to herself)
Sounds like an Olimako.
Muxerio stands back up.
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MUXERIO
Well at least we know that this
Shard Shaft contains Dark Shards
so, I’ll send some more Team Shadow
members to go through here.
BROOKE
(Curious)
Marie? Could you get information on
that person I met in the cave, I
think he would make an excellent
additions to Team Light.
Marie pat Brooke on her head.
MARIE
(Smiling)
Of course, I’ll gather information
on him then you can battle him till
your heart is content.
Brooke, Marie and Muxerio walk away from the historical site.
As Muxerio calls up his Master Yiro.
FADE OUT.
END OF ACT THREE

